Biochemical and molecular aspects of late-onset GM2-gangliosidosis: B1 variant as a prototype.
Clinical phenotypes of GM2-gangliosidosis are complex. In the past 5 years it has become possible to dissect out the phenotypic complexity on the basis of abnormalities on the DNA level. Available data on the 18 disease-causing mutations so far identified in the beta-hexosaminidase alpha-gene allow an oversimplified generalization; mutations that produce no or highly unstable mRNA cause the most severe infantile forms of the disease, while all late-onset forms are due to point mutations within the protein-coding region, which generate stable mRNA and stable mutant protein. The mutation underlying the distinct phenotype of Jewish adult Tay-Sachs disease will be discussed separately by Navon. The prototype of juvenile Tay-Sachs disease is the B1 variant. The disease was first recognized by an apparent discrepancy in the beta-hexosaminidase activities toward the conventional artificial substrates and the natural lipid substrate, GM2-ganglioside. When assayed with the conventional artificial substrates, patients appear reasonably normal while they are severely deficient in hydrolysis of the natural substrate (and more recently the 'sulfated' artificial substrate). The majority of B1 patients fall in the clinical category of juvenile GM2-gangliosidosis. Some of the earlier juvenile patients reported to have partial hexosaminidase A deficiency are likely to be B1 variant. Two point mutations, occurring at a mutation hot spot, CpG, and both affecting the same codon, have been described as the causes of the B1 variant phenotype; G533----A, Arg178----His; and C532----T, Arg178----Cys. The latter mutation has been found so far only in one Czechoslovakian family. In contrast, the former mutation has a wide geographic and ethnic distribution.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)